
The two deaths of Stalin

1953-1956





What happened 
between February 28 

& March 5?

Why did his “loyal” collaborators wait 10 
hours before calling the doctors?

A merciless power struggle



The sources

Partial opening of Stalin’s archives

2 important accounts until the end of the 
1960s: Nikita Khrushchev  & Svetlana 
Alliluyeva (Stalin’s daughter)



1988: a new account

Alexey Rybin (Stalin’s 
bodyguard): Stalin’s closest 

collaborators (Lavrenti Beria) 
precipitated the dictator’s 

death



3 March 1943

Radio Moscow: Stalin paralyzed as 
a result of a stroke while in his 

Moscow apartment 

Loss of speech and difficulties 
breathing

Stalin NOT in Moscow (the first of 
many lies)



Kuntsevo Dacha

A paranoid Stalin increasingly 
out of the public eye



Panic at the French embassy

Malfunctioning radio

A decipher clerk off sick

French ambassador (Louis Joxe) stunned 
by the news



Meeting with Stalin (August 1952)

Stalin physically diminished but 
otherwise alert  & well

An impressive leader

The man who triumphed over the Nazis



October 1952

19th Congress of Communist 
Party

1 192 delegates

A 10 minute standing ovation

18th Congress: 1 108 delegates 
(out of 1 970 executed or 

deported)



Stalin in attendance

A short speech (closing 
ceremony)

Rumors: Stalin ill?



A reception at the 
Kremlin

Stalin in good spirit

Stopped drinking Vodka & 
smoking his pipe



7 November 1952

Traditional military parade 
(Red Square) – The 35th

anniversary of the October 
Revolution



Georgy Malenkov

Stalin’s loyal confident since 
the early 1920s

Stalin’s successor?



Nikita Khrushchev

Close to Stalin since 1949



Active participant in the Great 
Purges of 1936-1938

Nikita Khrushchev to supervise the 
“sovietization” of occupied Poland 

after September 1939



Lavrenty Beria

The head of the Soviet secret 
police (NKVD)

Terror, the Gulags, mass 
executions…

Still close to Stalin in 1952 
but for how long?



Kliment Voroshilov Nikolai Bulganin



Stalin immortal?

Stalin’s succession NEVER 
discussed

“What will you do without 
me, you who are as 

powerless as newborn blind 
kittens?”



Falling from Stalin’s favor

Anastas Mikoyan & Viatcheslav 
Molotov

Could happen overnight!



Stalin’s last book

Lack of enthusiasm

Mikoyan & Molotov accused 
publicly by Stalin of being 

Western spies and of “servile 
submission to America”



December 1952

Voroshilov accused of being 
an American spy

Stalin’s secret resolution 
accusing Beria of “criminal 

negligence” within the NKVD



Stalin’s last conspiracy 
theory 

(January 1953)

The “Doctor’s Plot”

9 of the Kremlin’s most 
prestigious doctors accused 
of murdering two of Stalin’s 
closest aides several years 

earlier

AND

Planning the murders of 
Soviet prominent officials



Stalin’s last conspiracy 
theory 

(January 1953)

A majority of Jewish doctors 
accused of being financed by 

the American joint 
Distribution Committee

(Jewish relief organization 
based in NYC)

State Security Ministry 
accused of not doing enough 

to prevent the plot



Likely first signs of 
another great purge

The Doctors’ trial scheduled 
for mid-March 1953

Stalin’s plan to deport Soviet 
Jews



28 February 1953

A dinner party at Kuntsevo 
until 5am

Stalin in good spirit



1 March

No phone calls from Stalin

Strict orders not to bother 
Stalin

11pm: growing concerns



2 March

3 am: Beria, Bulganin, 
Malenkov & Khrushchev back 

at Kuntsevo

Stalin found on the floor of his 
bedroom

What to do?



A collective decision

Lazar Kaganovich & Voroshilov 
(Vice-Presidents of the Council of 

Ministers) hurried to Kuntsevo

Several doctors summoned



Remember Stalin’s 
“Doctor’s Plot”?

Many of the most 
prominent medical experts 
arrested including… Stalin’s 

personal physician!

Diagnosis: Stalin is dying

5 March: a medical bulletin

Stalin is dead!



Many inconsistencies

The daughter’s account: 10 hours 
between the moment Stalin was found 
and the arrival of the doctors



What about the 
bodyguard?

Stalin discovered by one of the 
guards

Malenkov & Beria joined by 
telephone

No answer from Beria

His orders: no doctor to get near 
Stalin without his approval

Beria and Malenkov alone at 3am on 
March 2 (kuntsevo)

The others and the doctors only 
showed up at 9am



Who to believe?

Stalin closest collaborators 
deliberately delayed the 

intervention of the doctors

Dates & circumstances falsified



A country in shock?

Nearly 200 000 gatherings & 
meetings in memory of Stalin

A profound sorrow? Or fear 
of the unknown?

Stalin unpopular (amongst 
peasants especially) before 

WW2



1943-1944

The name of Stalin associated with 
Soviet victory over Nazi Germany

(The Great Patriotic War)

Postwar popularity despite 
economic difficulties

Tens of thousands letters sent to 
Stalin every month



What’s next?

The fight for power

How to ensure the regime’s 
survival?

Consensus: some changes 
necessary

Khrushchev vs. Beria



Beria at the helm

Beria the “reformer”

Severe social and economic 
difficulties

2.5 million prisoners (Gulags)

Collectivization: poor results



Far-reaching reforms

1.2 million prisoners liberated

4 April: the end of the so-called 
Doctor’s Plot

The accused doctors rehabilitated

The end of travel restrictions within 
the Soviet Union

Legalizing the Orthodox Church?



26 June

Beria accused of planning to 
“dismember the Soviet Union 

and restore capitalism”

Khrushchev to his 
colleagues: Beria as a danger 

for their security and the 
future of the Soviet Union 



Beria executed

A fake trial

Beria too powerful for his own 
good



The Soviet Union in 1953

The post Stalin era: how to 
move forward?





The 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union

The second death of Joseph Stalin



14 February 1956

The opening of the 20th

Congress of the CPSU

The representatives of 55 
foreign communist parties in 

attendance

1 430 Soviet delegates



A Congress held 8 
months ahead of 

schedule

To discuss changes since the 
death of Stalin & future of 

Soviet Union

A fundamental turning point 
in the history of global 

communism



A Congress held 8 
months ahead of 

schedule

To discuss changes since the 
death of Stalin & future of 

Soviet Union

A fundamental turning point 
in the history of global 

communism



“Peaceful coexistence”

A more flexible Soviet model

“Local, national path to 
socialism” possible

The principle of “collective 
governance”: a veiled attack 

against the “cult of one 
person”

(No mention of Stalin)



24 February

The delegates invited to an 
unscheduled session behind 

closed doors

Khrushchev’s “Secret 
Speech” (4 hours)

On the Cult of Personality 
and Its Consequences



How Stalin developed his 
Cult of Personality

The “supernatural 
characteristics akin to those of a 

god”

Stalin’s new image: a paranoid, 
rude & incompetent dictator cut 

off from his own people



Why the “Secret Speech”?

Few information until the early 2000s

Khrushchev formally acknowledged being the 
author of the Speech in 1970 (his Memoirs)

Khrushchev vs his colleagues?

The (incomplete) opening of Soviet archives: a 
bold move full of omissions!



Khrushchev: a major 
political actor under 

Stalin

Remember the Great Purges 
of 1936-1938?



The “Secret Speech”: the genesis

Fall 1955: Khrushchev met with 
Gulag survivors

December 1955: a special 
commission to understand the 
mechanism behind repression 

towards members of the Central 
Committee of the CPSU



The “Secret Speech”: the 
genesis

The collectivization of 
agriculture and the Great 

Famine of 1932-1933 
excluded from the debates



Strong opposition

Why reminisce on the past?

Stalin associated with the 
“many victories of the Soviet 

people”

People to say: “where were 
you? What were you doing?”

Make sure “not to throw the 
baby out with the bath water”



The “Young” behind two hardcore 
Stalin’s supports 

“Collective governance” 

= 

Revealing the truth

“If we say nothing, we take the 
risk that someone else will”

Khrushchev prevailed



The Pospelov Report

Pyotr Pospelov to head the Special 
Commission

High-ranking Party official & staunch 
Stalinist

Editor-in-Chief of the Pravda & director of 
the Institute of Marxism-Leninism

Conclusions based on the archives



The Pospelov Report

Damning conclusions

Repressions against members of the 
CPSU in 1937-1938

98 members of the Central Committee 
tortured and executed (out of 139)

The Secret Police responsible of 
violating “socialist legality”



The Pospelov Report

Mass repression impossible 
without Stalin’s backing

Stalin: the man responsible

Arguments used by Khrushchev in 
his “Secret Speech”



The omissions

Conclusions pertaining to the mass 
repressions (the Great Purges) 

ignored by Khrushchev

WHY?

Khrushchev: a key actor in the 
Great Purge!



30 July 1937: NKVD Order 00447

The Great Purge extended to 
“former kulaks, criminals and other  

anti-Soviet elements”

A system of quotas per region 
sanctioned by Stalin, Molotov, 

Voroshilov, Kaganovich, Mikoyan & 
Khrushchev



What to share or not to share?

The conclusions of the Pospelov 
Report to be shared with the 20th

Congress delegates?

A behind the door session?

What reactions to expect?

How to explain Stalin’s role?



Khrushchev & mass repressions

Mass repressions in Ukraine (1938)

120 000 people executed



A consensus

NOT to share everything with the delegates

Finding a middle ground: to say something 
but NOT everything

A new report focusing mainly on Stalin’s 
“Cult of Personality” to be read to the 

delegates



Lenin’s support

2 letters (heavily censored) 
written by Lenin & criticizing 
Stalin to be distributed to the 
delegates prior to the “Secret 

Speech”



Pospelov invited to rewrite his 
report

A shorter report to include no 
numbers, no mention of operations of 

mass repressions

Stalin’s tactical and strategic errors 
following the 1941 German invasion

The Doctor’s Plot

How Stalin terrorized his colleagues



Final version of the “Secret 
Speech” presented to the Central 

Committee hours before the 
opening of the 20th Congress

No time to discuss or amend 
it



What the delegates learned…

Conflict Lenin-Stalin (denied until 
then)

Stalin turning his back on “collective 
governance”

The purges against members of the 
CPSU Central Committee in 1937-1938

The methods of the NKVD



Stalin as an incompetent war 
leader

Stalin responsible for the initial 
military disasters (1941-1942)

The methods of Beria (mass 
deportations of peoples accused of 

collaborating with the Nazis)

Fake conspiracies & plots



The “Special Speech”

A superficial and very selective 
condemnation of Stalinism

No mention of mass repressions 
against ordinary citizens

The Party exonerated

No mention of collectivization & Great 
Famine in Ukraine



A not so secret speech!

Behind closed doors

“Nothing must transpire”

BUT

“Secret Speech” widely 
distributed amongst regional 

Party Committees

“Ne dlia petchati (“Not to 
share in writing”)



Local Party leaders

To summon an assembly of 
Party members and read the 

Report

7 million Party members 
aware of the Speech within 

days

Communist Youths (18 
million)



What reactions?

Meetings closely watched by secret 
police

A number of “incorrect” or “politically 
hostile” reactions (the minority)

“Was Stalin, yes or no, a State 
criminal?”

A memorial to Stalin’s victims?



Many defended Stalin 
and his actions

The benevolent leader who 
achieved victory against the 

Nazis

AND

Transformed a backward 
Russia into a world 

superpower



Diverse reactions

Majority shrugged at Stalin’s 
“cult of personality

Some refused to believe the 
Speech

Others: “why bring one’s 
dirty laundry in public?”



Riots in Georgia

Stalin’s birthplace

“Long live the great Stalin”



And the outside world?

Speech distributed to the 
Heads of foreign communist 

delegations

Free to discuss with other 
members of their 

delegation



16 March 1956

New York Times: first foreign 
newspaper to report on the “Secret 

Speech”



Meanwhile in 
Washington…

To publish the “Secret 
Speech” of not?

CIA & Eisenhower 
administration on the fence

“Secret Speech” released to 
the public







Foreign Communist 
Parties

Silence & embarrassment

No official directives from 
Moscow

The Speech: a fake?

Maurice Thorez



Poland: the weakest link

“Secret Speech” translated in 
Polish and widely distributed 
amongst Polish communist 

leaders

Boleslaw Beirut



Massive protests in 
Poland

The first consequences of the 
“Secret Speech”

Uncontrolled distribution of 
the Speech

Immediate repression





30 June 1956

A “rectification”

Stalin as “a great 
theoretician and organizer”

Communism still a just cause

“The engine of History”



The “Special Speech”

“the most important document ever 
produced within the communist 

movement”

“the most damning indictment of the 
Soviet system ever pronounced by a 

Soviet leader”



Deepening crisis in 
Poland

Poland on the brink of insurrection 

A new leader: Gomulka

The champion of a “Polish way to 
socialism”

The triumph of de-Stalinization



The Hungarian Revolution

Bloody repression in 
Budapest



Growing Sino-Soviet 
tensions

Mao: “The Soviet Union may attack 
Stalin, but we will not”

The Soviet Union accused of losing 
its revolutionary edge

No to Moscow’s “revisionism”



The “Special Speech”

A major turning point

Silences and omissions helped forged 
a positive image of Khrushchev

AND

Helped hide the scope of Stalin’s mass 
repressions


